
SESSION FIVE

Casting Out Silence

Prayer:
God of the silenced, you alone hear the cries of their hearts, for their cries are  stifled by 
imposed silence. It is the demon of a dominant culture that marginalizes and mutes those we
deem lesser persons in our society. Illumine your word for us this day, that our hearts may 
be attuned to your own heart – instill in us a teachable spirit that we may be taught by your 
own Spirit – to listen with belief and to hear with faith. ... Amen!
 

Scripture: Mark 9:14-29.  Generally our culture does not take demons seriously. 
Modern thought accepts what cannot be explained by current science as a challenge 
to explore and discover.  Interestingly though, we still seek to find fault and place 
blame for many questions of disease and disability. Then we feel justified in silencing
those who suffer.  In this story, Jesus seems to turn the tables on modern thought, just 
as he did for religious debaters in his day.

"He has a spirit
 that makes him unable to speak ... he foams
 and grinds his teeth and becomes rigid ... 

I asked your disciples to cast it out ... 
they could not." (Mark 9:17-18)

 
Just in case you've heard that this is a faith-healing story of a boy with epilepsy ... it 
is not.  This is a story about belief and faith and connecting the dots of possibility 
with the double lines of prayer (...=...=...).

Correctly identifying the cause of a situation may aid in resolving it.  But first we 
must actually want it resolved and want it more than wanting to know "who did it?"  
Walter Brueggemann defines prayer as the "refusal to settle for what is." (67)  Jesus 
seems to find the disciples' failure in attempts to cast out the demon had nothing to do
with belief or faith that it could/would be done and everything to do with a religiously
based "refusal to settle for" his condition until they knew who was at fault.  If the boy
or his family was to blame ... well, he might just deserve his plight.

Lifting up words from a poignant sermon he'd heard, Brueggemann writes that the 
boy's "muteness" is reflected in the muteness "to which African-Americans have been
subjected and reduced in U. S. Society. ... [by] white racism ..."  While the denials, 
"they could not look ... speak ... walk ..." of a repressive system robbed African 
Americans of the "capacity to speak or live or grow into their own future ...," these 
children of immigrants, forced or not, are not alone.  Other children, native to the 



present day U. S., also had their "imaginations colonized by dominant power ... with 
no alternative to imposed silence." (64-65)  Their removal from home and family, 
being sent to government schools, denied their birth languages, and assigned 
European names, were tales repeated for Hawai'ian,  Alaskan, Plains Indian and 
Coastal Native American children; their stories inhere to our local communities in the
school that became Hampton University, Hampton, Virginia. 

Interrupting Silence puts us in a quandry.  Belief and faith are not enough.  For Jesus 
has told us some evils yield only to prayer – "prayer that refuses to settle for what is."
In this fifth session, the strong emphasis on the negative aspects of silence finally hits
me.  Silence is a nothingness, a vacuum, if you will.  Thus we have been challenged 
to "interrupt," "break," or "cast out" a vacuum of silence – by filling the emptiness 
with non-silence – speech!  This it seems is analogous to sin and evil and death, 
which are empty of righteousness and goodness and life.  Therefore the only means 
of doing away with the one is to fill-in with the other.

 
Questions for meditation/response:

In his text, Brueggemann kindly notes for our attention the addition of fasting in one 
early source of the Gospel According to Mark.  Then he draws on the story of the 
Hebrew children in the fiery furnace to remind us of the fasting that avoids some 
cultural behaviors that are very attractive to us. (Daniel 1-3).  Discuss which of the 
four options presented in these scriptures keeps the Christian Church from "breaking 
silence."  

1. Is it lack of belief that God wishes oppressed people to have a voice?  
2. Is it lack of faith that Christ has the capacity to restore the long-silenced voices

God would hear?  
3. Is it lack of prayer "that will not settle for what is"?
4. Is it failure to avoid the attractions of cultural privilege?

(Please share your thoughts in response to one of the four questions above by a "reply to all" email. 
Include the question in your response.  
NOTE:  If you requested not to be included in the "group" discussion, your reply will go only to the
originator of the email you received for this devotional/study.  If you choose not to reply, it is just 
between you and the Lord.)

Prayer:      God of the silenced, you alone hear the cries of their hearts, for their cries
are  stifled by imposed silence. Let us be as sleepers awakened to the terrorizing alarm
of silence.  Teach us to long for hearing the groans and the feeble, almost forgotten, cries 
for relief.  With the compassion of Christ may our prayers refuse dominating repression
and by your Holy Spirit may we fast from privilege that robs our brothers and sisters 
of your plenteous grace. ... Amen   Amen!


